
A twisted nod on the glamour and grunge of the ‘90s, the latest sunglass collection by Maje offers contemporary styles 

balanced with femininity and fashion for a stand-out effect. Created to reflect a modern look, these styles are both fun 

and timeless, embodying a fresh and carefree spirit of a sun-chasing girl. The Maison’s classics are updated while new 

bolder styles have also been introduced into the Maje sun collection, ensuring their revival aesthetic needn’t stop at 

clothing.

A daring style, MJ5021 is a stunning square frame with a slight cat-eye silhouette. The boxy shape is created in a graphic 

tort acetate with pops of colour in three tones on the side of its thick temples. The colours used are soft and feminine, yet 

it is this combination with gold highlights that elevate the style adding a dramatic flourish. Tonally complementary lenses 

add further glamour.

Another true statement model, MJ5015 has heart shaped eyes, a playful take on the trend first popular in the ‘90s. Maje’s 

take is unapologetically feminine, with a soft crystal pink frosted front, soft graduated lenses and chunky temples featuring 

three half-chevron-like stripes in pastel hues. The gold highlights separating each stripe add to the overall luxe feel.

There is a lightness in the beautiful metal work of MJ7010 which looks both vintage and contemporary at once. The metal 

is twisted at the bridge with two lines kissing over the nose. These lines arch over the front of the lenses in an elegant swoop 

joining the top frame and extending out into the shapely temples which finish in a softly coloured acetate tip. 

A geometric mini cat-eye, MJ5020 is a quirky acetate frame coming in striking colours like glistening snappy tortoiseshell, 

pink and burgundy. The signature three rivets to the front of the frame and Art Deco detailing visible on the core wire work 

together in elevating the sophistication this style offers.

All styles are discreetly signed off with brand signatures including the ‘M’ monogram on temple tips and subtle logo prints 

placed on temple arms.
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